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CEEPUS is a regional program, improving educational process and experiences
utilizing exchange mobilities for students and teachers, conjoint excursions and
university partnership with emphasis on Joint PhD Programs. The agreement
had been signed by 16 countries, in succesive steps along the Danube river (from
AUSTRIA to BULGARIA) and from Balkan region incl. the new state KOSOVO.
CEEPUS activities represent multiple university networks, operating joint
programs ideally leading to Joint Degrees. By the medium of National CEEPUS
offices the mobility grants for students and teachers are covered. From May,
2011 CEEPUS III has entered into force for a period of 7 years.
To know more: http://www.ceepus.info/default.aspx

Our Faculty B.E.R.G., namely Institute of Geosciences participate within the
CIII-RO-0038 network “Earth-Science Studies in Central and South-Eastern
Europe”. It works among the 18 universities (from 10 states), that offer more
detailed geological study focused to fundamental geological research or applied
geosciences. Incorporated faculty units deal with wide spectrum of geologically
based subjects from hard/soft-rock petrology to sedimentology, mineralogy,
geophysics, hydrogeology up to archeometry or environmental studies.

The network exchange mobilities are planed for each academic year. Stays for
both categories students and teachers are prepared in respect to local
coordinators mutual agreements and runs according to approved Traffic sheet,
covered by equal scholarships. Each participant has to hold required obligations.
Presently the emphasis is layed on advanced forms, that includes PhD-study cosupervised by two of universities, and innovative approaches to teaching. Mutual
colaboration can offer analytical equipment and advisory background, surely
helpful for each student´s or teacher´s research. Already 14 PhD-programs are
running co-supervised by 11 universities.

The Faculty B.E.R.G. of Techn.Univ. Košice (Inst. of Geosciences) specialize
mostly in a field of soft-rock geology, namely sedimentology, but offer study
subject related to Tectonics, Mineral deposits, Hydrogeology and Technical
mineralogy too. If you are interested to participate this program either as student
or teacher, don´t hessitate and contact the:
Local coordinator: Ing. Marta Prekopová, PhD.
He will be pleased to inform you about the conditions of your visit abroad.
In case of your ECTS interest, please go to:
http://www.ugv.fberg.tuke.sk/department/files/sk/download/ECTS_UGV-BERG-transcript_Eng.pdf

